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ABStRACt
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used widely in the diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal 
(MSK) disorders. Innovative MRI techniques have been developed for MSK imaging. This review discusses the 
advantages and challenges of the cutting-edge technology of MSK MRI (both hardware and software) as well 
as its clinical application. 
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中文摘要

肌肉骨骼磁共振成像最新技術進展

肖麗、袁銘強

磁共振成像已廣泛用於診斷肌肉骨骼疾病。新穎磁共振成像技術也嘗試應用於肌肉和骨骼。本文複

習討論新穎磁共振成像技術（包括硬體和軟件）應用於肌肉和骨骼的優勢和挑戰。

iNtRODUCtiON
In the past 30 years , imaging technology has 
revolutionised almost every aspect of medical care. 
Primary care physicians or family doctors as well as 
medical and surgical subspecialists rely heavily on 
imaging to establish early and accurate diagnosis, 
triage to an appropriate specialist, and plan and monitor 
treatment. In developed countries, musculoskeletal 
(MSK) disorders are the leading cause of disability, 
accounting for more than one-half of all chronic 
conditions in people over 50 years of age. Due to 

its excellent soft-tissue contrast and multiplanar 
capabilities, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays a 
vital role in the evaluation of the anatomy of the MSK 
system and abnormalities. Advances in MSK imaging 
depend on improvement in both MRI hardware and 
software. Standard structural MRI sequences (including 
T1- and T2-weighted spin-echo and fast spin-echo, 
[spoiled] gradient-echo, and contrast-enhanced images) 
provide most information. Advanced techniques, 
however, can provide more detailed physiological or 
anatomic information that increases sensitivity and 
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specificity of diagnosis and guides management.

DiGitAl REVOlUtiON iN 
MAGNEtiC RESONANCE iMAGiNG
In the last two decades, MSK MRI has benefited from 
the introduction of phased array coil technology.1 
By combining multiple small coils into large arrays, 
both high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and large fields 
of view can be obtained. In principle, N independent 
phased array coils, each with their own amplifiers and 
receiver channels, ideally increase SNR by a factor 
of √N, although practical gains are usually below the 
maximum allowed. With the introduction of parallel 
imaging,2-4 the number of phase-encoding steps is 
reduced to speed up imaging with information about 
coil positions and sensitivities, and thus the scan time 
and the number of radiofrequency pulses required to 
form an image are reduced (Figure 1). This can limit 
the total radiofrequency power and specific absorption 
rate in line with regulatory guidelines. In addition, 
susceptibility artefacts and phase-related distortions 
can be lessened with a shorter echo time. Because the 
strategy of parallel imaging depends on estimation of 
the spatially varying sensitivity profiles of receiver 
coil elements to reconstruct the final image, image-
processing-related artefacts are present and non-
uniformly distributed. Reconstruction errors can be 
reduced with the increased number of receiver coil 
channels. The design and configuration of array coils 
and the move towards higher channel counts in coils to 
accommodate parallel imaging methods have evolved 
over the last two decades. The number of receiving 

channels in the system has increased substantially up to 
32.5 Coil elements are cheap to produce. Nonetheless, 
additional long-receiving cables between coil elements 
and the MRI data acquisition system with traditional 
analogue technology are required to support more 
and more channels. These analogue cables with 
their bulky connectors and associated electronics for 
multiplexing, complex switching logic, and dynamic 
range compression can make the system extra sensitive 
to noise pick-up, which in turn deteriorates image 
quality. With the advances in analogue-to-digital 
signal conversion, the newest MRI systems can use 
small high-frequency analogue-to-digital converters 
in close proximity to the coils to allow direct digital 
sampling of signals and send the digitised data via fibre-
optic cables. This avoids all intermediate analogue 
stages for down-conversion of the signal between coil 
elements and analogue-to-digital converters. The MRI 
signal is sampled directly without conversion to direct 
current (zero frequency) and transported in digital 
format. Digitisation in the receiver coil miniaturises 
the receiving electronics. The overall result of digital 
revolution in MRI is an incredibly simplified receiving 
architecture, with substantially fewer components, lower 
power consumption, higher SNR and dynamic range 
that improve overall signal fidelity and signal-and-
phase stability. Figure 2 compares the SNR of digital 
architecture and traditional architecture with the same 
scan parameters. These advantages help clinicians make 
informed decisions in the evaluation of MSK diseases.6-9 
Bone structure, cartilage, tendons, and ligaments 
are more clearly imaged and pathology more easily 

Figure 1. Sagittal T1-weighted 
fast spin-echo images acquired 
a t 1 . 5 T ( a )  w i t h a n d ( b ) 
without SENSE, with all other 
parameters being identical, 
showing a slightly lower signal-
to-noise rat io in the image 
with SENSE. The whole scan 
time is 1:29 and 2:55 minutes, 
respectively.

(a) (b)
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detected.10-12 The increased performance provides a 
more accurate assessment of bone marrow and adjacent 
soft tissue infiltration and enables reliable visualisation 
of marrow components and precise evaluation of 
tumour staging and recurrence. The increased SNR 
enables clearer images with previously unseen details 
as well as better resolution or faster scans. Moreover, 
the advent of digital revolution in MRI has increased 
the feasibility of whole-body MRI without considerable 
compromise of spatial resolution. Whole-body MRI is 
particularly important in detecting skeletal metastases, 
of which up to 40% are outside the field of view of a 
routine skeleton assessment.13-15 Digital MRI provides 
a reliable, patient-friendly approach in the realm of 
oncology imaging, staging, and treatment assessment.

REDUCtiON OF ARtEFACtS FROM 
MEtAlliC iMPlANtS
Metallic implants in the ageing population are common. 
It is important to use the appropriate imaging modalities 
for preoperative planning, postoperative patient 
monitoring, and evaluation of implants.16 Due to its 

sensitivity for soft tissue abnormalities and marrow 
oedema, MRI generally provides better results for 
patients with orthopaedic implants. Metallic implants 
with high magnetic susceptibility, however, lead to 
distortion and formation of areas of signal loss or 
abnormally high signal. In order to reduce artefacts 
related to metallic implants and optimise MRI, factors 
that contribute to artefacts and their related theories and 
artefact reduction techniques should be understood.

Susceptibility (χ) is a measure of the extent to which 
a substance becomes magnetised when placed in 
an external magnetic field, which is fundamental to 
MRI.17 Field distortions and susceptibility artefacts are 
usually prominent around metal objects because metals 
have very high intrinsic magnetic susceptibility (χ) 
that produces significant local field disturbances with 
both in-plane and through-plane changes in resonance 
frequency. By changing resonance frequencies, the 
significant susceptibility differences shift image pixels 
away from their true position leading to significant 
geometric distortions including signal voids (black 
areas) and signal pile-ups (bright areas). The shape and 
intensity of the artefact are related to field strength, echo 
time (TE), bandwidth, local anatomic relationships, and 
difference in susceptibility:
              (∆susceptibility) x B0 x TE
      

susceptibility x artefacts x size ∝
             bandwidth 

According to the above equation, simple modifications 
can opt imise imaging around metal implants 
independent of the protocol used.18-20 Scanning at a 
higher magnetic field should be avoided in patients 
with metal implants because of worse susceptibility 
artefacts. Susceptibility artefacts can be minimised by 
using shorter TE to avoid serious dephasing. Decreasing 
the slice thickness and voxel size also reduces artefact 
size. Susceptibility artefacts can also be minimised by 
increasing gradient strength for a given field-of-view 
and avoiding a narrow bandwidth, as well as using 
parallel imaging acceleration. Spin-echo protocols 
are preferred to gradient echo protocols, as the local 
inhomogeneity caused by rapid dephasing can be 
rephased in spin echo. Aligning implants with the main 
magnetic field further reduces artefact size. Figure 3 
shows the improvement using basic metal artefacts 
reduction techniques. 

Fat suppression can improve detection of bone marrow 
oedema and marrow lesions, confirm or exclude the 
presence of fat in soft tissue tumours, differentiate 

Figure 2. Images acquired at (a) digital 1.5 T and (b) analogue 
1.5 T with identical scan parameters showing a 42% improvement 
in the signal-to-noise ratio in the image with digital architecture 
(images courtesy of Philips).

(a)

(b)
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fat from met-haemoglobin, protein-rich fluids and /
or melanin, eliminate chemical shift artefacts (that are 
challenging mainly on 3T MRI), and is essential in T1-
weighted post-contrast imaging and MR arthrography. 
There are two main types of fat-suppression techniques 
(Table 1). The first is based on the chemical shift 
phenomenon between protons of water and fat 
(difference between water and fat is 220 Hz @1.5 T and 
440 Hz @3.0 T, respectively) including pulse-selective 
saturation techniques (fat saturation) and phase-shifts 
techniques (water excitation, ProSet, Dixon, etc).21-24 

The second is based on T1 relaxation time and uses 
inversion recovery techniques such as short-TI inversion 
recovery (STIR) pulse,25 spectral presaturation with 
inversion recovery (SPIR), and spectral-attenuated 
inversion recovery (SPAIR). The latter two are a hybrid 
of both fat-suppression techniques. Appropriate choice 
of fat-suppression technique may reduce the chance 
of failure. As STIR is less sensitive to magnetic field 
inhomogeneity, it provides much more homogeneous 
fat suppression and better results than conventional fat-
saturation techniques, especially near metallic implants 
(Figure 4). There are limitations to STIR. STIR is not a 
suitable fat-suppression technique when a contrast agent 
is used; it suppresses tissues with a T1 value in the 
range of fat (200-300 ms) as well as contrast-enhanced 
tissues with similar relaxation times. In addition, the 
overall SNR may be poor. Dixon techniques might 
provide better results for contrast-enhanced imaging in 
the presence of metal implants (Figure 5).26

The significant improvement of MRI around metallic 
implants may be accomplished by specific metal artefact 
reduction pulse sequences. Several MR vendors offer 
specially designed pulse sequences to minimise metal 
artefacts. 

View angle tilting (VAT) is used to substantially reduce 
in-plane image distortions caused by susceptibility 
artefacts.27 It applies a compensation gradient during 
signal readout along the slice-selection direction. The 
amplitude of the gradient is equal to the slice-selection 
gradient. All excited spins within the radiofrequency 
bandwidth are re-registered and local off-resonance 
effects are cancelled. The effect of the design is 
as though the slice is viewed at a titled angle. The 
clinical application of VAT includes assessment of 
periprosthetic soft tissues after hip joint replacement 
surgery, postoperative assessment after resection of 

Fat-suppression technique Time penalty Specific 
absorption rate

Sensitivity to B0 Sensitivity to B1

Chemical shift based
Chemical shift selective imaging sequence / fat saturation Small Medium High High
Water excitation Small Low High Low
Dixon techniques Large Low Low Low

Inversion based
Short-TI inversion recovery Large High Low Low

Hybrid
Spectral presaturation with inversion recovery Medium Medium High High
Spectral-attenuated inversion recovery Large High High Low

Table 1. Major types of fat-suppression techniques.

Figure 3. T2-weighted sagittal images of the spine showing (a) 
metallic susceptibility artefacts from screws, and (b) artefacts 
decreased by metal artefact–reduction techniques using a spin-
echo pulse sequence with short echo spacing, maximising 
receiver bandwidth with acceptable level of signal-to-noise ratio, 
and reducing slice thickness with parallel imaging acceleration.

(a) (b)
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bone tumours and reconstruction, and localisation of 
non-opacified methyl methacrylate cement prior to hip 
arthroplasty revision surgery.28 Although VAT is robust 
to in-plane distortions, it results in image blurring 

and through-plane distortions. To further suppress the 
through-plane artefacts due to metal implants, slice 
encoding for metal artefact correction (SEMAC)29 and 
multi-acquisition variable resonance image combination 
(MAVRIC)30 have been developed (Figure 6). Based 
on the VAT method, the SEMAC technique corrects 
metal artefacts by extending the VAT sequence with 
additional phase encoding steps along the slice selection 
direction. This resolves metal-induced inhomogeneities 
that distort the original slice profile. During image 
reconstruction, the shifted spins are located back to 
their actual positions and correct the through-plane 
distortions. The MAVRIC technique is based on 
conventional three-dimensional (3D) fast spin-echo 
sequences. It acquires multiple overlapping volumes 
at discrete frequency offsets. It uses a multispectral 
VAT-type readout. A spectrally correlated de-blurring 
technique is implemented to remove artefacts from 
the final composite image. Both the partial Fourier 
technique and parallel imaging technique are compatible 
with SEMAC and MAVRIC and can decrease 
examination time.

Metal artefact–reduction techniques reduce the size 
and intensity of susceptibility artefacts, improve 
visualisation of structures adjacent to implanted metal 
staples, pins, or screws, and enable better assessment of 
postoperative complications.

RAPiD tHREE-DiMENSiONAl 
iMAGiNG
The two-dimensional fast spin-echo (2D FSE) 
technique is commonly used in MSK imaging due 

Figure 4. (a) Axial T2-weighted spectral-attenuated inversion 
recovery image showing heterogeneous suppression of fat, 
a result of B0 inhomogeneity at the edge of the large field of 
view. (b) Axial short-TI inversion recovery image showing better 
homogeneous suppression of fat, especially near metallic 
implants, compared with conventional fat-saturation techniques.

Figure 5. Sagittal T1-weighted 
images of the cervical spine 
using (a) convent ional fat-
saturation techniques that result 
in heterogeneous saturation 
of the fat in the posterior side 
of the neck, and (b) the Dixon 
technique (Siemens, Erlangen, 
Germany) that results in robust 
fat suppression and better 
contrast-enhanced image in 
the presence of metal implants 
(images courtesy of Siemens).

(a)

(a) (b)

(b)
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to its excellent soft-tissue contrast. It offers excellent 
direct depiction of anatomy and pathology, including 
ligamentous and cartilaginous structures,31,32 meniscal 
tears,33,34 bone marrow, fibrous, and periarticular soft 
tissue. Nonetheless, many anatomical structures such 
as ligaments and tendons are obliquely orientated and 
are difficult to assess with 2D sequences orientated in 
the standard planes. With a standard slice thickness 
of 3-5 mm, the voxels obtained are anisotropic and 
prevent the images from being reformatted into various 
oblique planes. The depiction is also often affected 
by partial volume effects due to relatively thick slices 
and interslice gap, which may mimic signal alteration 
and result in inaccurate quantification of cartilage 
volume and other structures. Isotropic 3D sequences 
can overcome the drawbacks of 2D sequences in 
visualisation of anatomy, pathology, and cartilage 
quantification. They improve through-plane spatial 
resolution and reduce partial volume artefacts as a result 
of the thin contiguous slices. This potentially enhances 
their ability to detect subtle lesions that might be 
overlooked with standard 2D sequences. Moreover, 3D 
isotropic sequences enable retrospective reformatting of 
high-quality images from original data acquisition into 
any arbitrary plane for better visualisation of oblique 
anatomy,35-37 without any time penalty. With the ability 
of post-processing multiplanar reformatting from only 
one acquisition, the scan time of isotropic 3D sequences 
is reduced, compared with multiplane acquisitions 
with 2D sequences. The latest higher-field strength 
MRI system, high performance gradients, multi-
channel extremity coils, parallel imaging technique, 

and direct digital sampling of signals facilitate time-
efficient acquisition with 3D isotropic imaging in 
routine practice. Gradient-echo and fast spin-echo 
sequences have been used in clinical practice.38 3D 
gradient echo pulse sequences are commonly used to 
assess articular cartilage.39-41 Potential disadvantages of 
gradient-echo 3D sequences include inherent sensitivity 
to susceptibility artefacts and intravoxel dephasing. 
Moreover, the MSK tissue contrast characteristics 
differ between 3D gradient echo imaging and 2D fast 
spin-echo sequences when assessing joints. Therefore, 
clinical application of gradient-echo 3D sequences 
might be limited. 3D FSE sequences are developed to 
more closely match the image contrast characteristics 
of 2D FSE sequences and to be more robust to 
susceptibility artefacts.42-44 Nonetheless, they have a 
long scan time or low SNR. Technical advances in MRI 
hardware and software have enabled 3D FSE MSK 
MRI to achieve a reasonable scan time with good image 
quality. The average examination time is 6-10 minutes 
per 3D FSE sequence depending on the organ of interest 
and the size of the joint.45,46 Isotropic 3D FSE sequences 
are effective to assess MSK pathologies (Table 2 and 
Figure 7). 

t2 / t2* MAPPiNG FOR CARtilAGE 
ASSESSMENt
Conventional morphological MRI sequences such as 
T1- and T2-, proton density–weighted sequences form 
the basis of diagnosis, staging, and follow-up of MSK 
disorders. Nonetheless, morphological MRI may not 
be able to detect early, subtle, or slow biochemical 

Figure 6. Coronal T1-weighted 
images of the hip using (a) two-
dimensional fast spin echo with 
basic metal artefact reduction 
techniques, and (b) the multi-
acquisition variable resonance 
image combination technique 
that results in noticeable artefact 
reduction (images courtesy of 
GE).

(a) (b)
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and biomechanical degenerative changes in tissue 
that are associated with degeneration, remodelling, 
or healing of the MSK system. Recent research has 
focused on the MRI biochemical and biomechanical 
evolution of the cartilage ultrastructure, including 
changes to the content and organisation of the collagen 
network, hydration, proteoglycans content, and its 
distribution.47,48 Degenerative cartilage is generally 
associated with decreased proteoglycans concentration, 
increased water content, and an increased rate of 
synthesis and degradation of matrix macromolecules.49 
Advanced MRI techniques to detect biochemical and 
biomechanical changes in cartilage include T2 / T2* 
mapping, T1ρ mapping, delayed gadolinium-enhanced 

Figure 7. (a) Fat-suppressed 
sagittal T2-weighted fast spin-
echo image showing sl ight 
irregularity of the hyaline articular 
carti lage with a small focal 
region of intracartilaginous fluid 
indicative of a small cartilage 
fissure with intrasubstance joint 
fluid (arrow). (b) Fat-suppressed 
three-dimensional isotropic 
proton density–weighted image 
showing a moderate-size flap 
tear of the delaminated articular 
cartilage with undermining joint 
fluid (arrow), which is not evident 
in (a) owing to volume effects. 
Isotropic three-dimensional fast 
spin-echo sequences are useful 
to assess musculoskeleta l 
pathologies (images courtesy of 
Prof. LM White).

Type of sequence Naming conventions Fluid signal intensity

Siemens Philips GE

Spin echo
3D fast spin echo Sampling perfection with application 

optimised contrasts using different 
flip angle evolution (SPACE)

Volume isotropic turbo spin 
echo acquisition (VISTA)

CUBE Available for T2-, T1-, or 
proton density–weighted, 
FLAIR or IR images 

Gradient echo
Steady-state free precession 
(SSFP)-FID

FISP FFE GRASS High

SSFP-echo PSIF T2-FFE SSFP High
SSFP-double DESS MENSA High
SSFP-balanced True FISP Balanced-FFE FIESTA High
Modified SSFP-balanced CISS FIESTA-C High
Spoiled gradient echo FLASH T1 FFE SPGR Low

Table 2. Commonly used three-dimensional (3D) pulse sequences in musculoskeletal magnetic resonance imaging.

MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC), glycosaminoglycan 
chemical exchange saturation transfer (gagCEST),50 and 
the sodium MRI (Table 3).50,51 T2 mapping is effective 
in quantifying changes associated with collagen matrix 
concentration and organisation and water content 
because T2 relaxation time depends on the quantity of 
proteoglycans and water in the articular cartilage. T2 
mapping is effective in detecting early physiological 
changes of osteoarthritis52,53 in the spine (Figure 8) and 
knee joint cartilage (Figure 9).

Technical concerns must be taken into account to 
determine how T2 relaxation time varies with different 
protocols and parameters. Spin echo imaging with 

(a) (b)

Abbreviations: FID = free induction decay; FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; IR = inversion recovery. 
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Technique Biochemical composition evaluated Applications and advantages Drawbacks

T2 mapping Water content; indirectly for collagen 
content and orientation

Detect cartilage health without the 
need for contrast; commercially 
available

Longer scan time; less sensitive in 
early stages of cartilage degeneration; 
T2 variations related to diurnal effects 
and pulse sequences; magic angle 
effect

T2* mapping Water content; indirectly for collagen 
content and orientation

High spatial resolution; short scan time Magic angle effect; prone to 
susceptibility artefacts; not suitable 
for patients with postsurgical debris 
or area with tissue interfaces

T1ρ mapping Water content; content of cartilage, 
GAG, and PG

Sensitivity for early cartilage damage Higher specific absorption rate and 
potential tissue heating

Diffusion-weighted 
imaging

Microscopic movement of water at the 
cellular level

Qualitative and quantitative information 
at the cellular level for differentiation 
of normal and pathological tissues 
and benign and malignant vertebral 
fractures, and for monitoring tumours 
post-chemotherapy

Low spatial resolution; long scan 
time; prone to motion artefacts; 
geometry distortion

Sodium imaging Indirectly for GAG concentration and 
distribution

Detect differences in GAG 
concentration; sensitivity for early 
cartilage damage

Special transmitter and receiver coils; 
low concentration leading to low 
SNR; high magnetic field and high 
gradient needed

Delayed gadolinium-
enhanced MRI of 
cartilage

Indirectly for GAG content by fixed 
charged density because the contrast 
agent accumulates in an inverse 
relationship with GAG content

Sensitivity for early cartilage damage; 
lower T1 indicates reduced GAG 
content; use of 3D techniques to 
assess cartilage with a short scan time

Contrast media needed; longer total 
scan time for contrast uptake 

Glycosaminoglycan 
chemical exchange 
saturation transfer

GAG content Provide contrast between regions of 
high and low GAG content; sensitivity 
for early cartilage damage

High magnetic field needed; low 
SNR; susceptibility of the technique 
to B0 inhomogeneities; sophisticated 
post-processing tools needed for 
complex data analysis

Ultrashort time echo 
imaging

Tissues with T2 / T2* relaxation time 
<5 ms include menisci, tendons, 
ligaments, entheses, and deep radial 
and calcified layers of cartilage

Enable T2- and T2*-weighted imaging 
of tissues invisible in a conventional T2 
and T2* pulse sequence by using an 
extremely short echo time

Require specialised equipment; low 
SNR due to the low concentration of 
short T2 components

Table 3. Summary of some advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques for cartilage evaluation.

separate acquisitions for each echo time provides a 
standard for clinical T2 relaxation time measurement. 
Multi echo spin echo, fast spin echo, and the gradient 
and spin-echo sequences are developed to reduce 
overall scan time.54-56 T2 relaxation time quantification 
can be affected by T1 saturation effects, imperfect 
radiofrequency pulses, static field inhomogeneity, 
stimulated echoes, and insufficient sampling of the 
T2 decay points. Therefore, it is essential to select the 
appropriate T2 mapping protocols and perform proper 
postprocessing exponential fit when attempting to 
measure T2 relaxation time. 

UltRASHORt ECHO-tiME 
iMAGiNG 
Conventional T1- and T2-weighted pulse sequences 
with echo times ranging from 2-200 ms are effective 
for clinical examinations. Nonetheless, for tissues with 

very short T2s ranging from hundreds of microseconds 
to tens of milliseconds such as tendons, ligaments, and 
menisci (Table 4), conventional sequences derive little 
or no signal from these tissue components.57 Ultrashort 
echo-time (UTE) sequences are initially designed 
to detect signals from tissues with very short T2s in 
the MSK system. The UTE pulse sequences use half 
radiofrequency excitations with radial sampling from 
the centre of k-space.58 UTE sequences are implemented 
with TEs 10 to 50 times shorter than those of routine 
clinical imaging sequences to obtain a high signal for 
tissues with short T2s. UTE sequences are applied in 
various areas of clinical practice, especially for the MSK 
system, and can differentiate zones of the meniscus, 
visualise layers and defects of articular cartilage, 
and enhance ligamentous scar tissue (Figure 10). 
Nonetheless, the low SNR due to the low concentration 
of short T2 components in many tissues is a concern, as 

Abbreviations: GAG = glycosaminoglycan; PG = proteoglycan; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.
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Tissue Mean T2 relaxation time estimated 
for 1.5 T (ms)

Ligaments 4-10
Tendon 4-7
Menisci 5-8
Cortical bone 0.4-0.5
Periosteum 5-11
Protons in proteins 0.01
Protons in solids 0.001

Table 4. T2 relaxation time for very short T2 tissue components 
from adults.

Figure 8. T2 mapping is 
sensitive to detect small 
variations in disc content 
over time and is useful to 
observe early physiological 
changes of osteoarthritis.

is patient motion. Despite these, UTE sequences enable 
visualisation of previously ‘invisible’ tissues and tissue 
components as well as characterisation of MSK tissues.

CONClUSiON
MRI enables a comprehensive, non-invasive, and 
non-ionising evaluation of the MSK system. Imaging 
quality and characteristics such as imaging resolution, 
speed, and SNR have been improved due to technical 
advances in coil technology and high-field scanners. 

Figure 9. Quantitative 
imaging of the knee 
joint cartilage with T2 
mapping.

Figure 10. A transverse fat-suppressed ultrashort echo-time (TE = 
0.08 ms at 1.5 T) image of the patellar showing a high signal 
(arrows) in the calcified tissue (image courtesy of Dr. Damian J. 
Tyler).

(a) (b) (c)
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New MRI techniques including T2 and T1ρ mapping, 
diffusion-weighted and tensor imaging,59 sodium 
imaging, MR spectroscopy, and ultrashort TE imaging 
are advanced techniques that enable quantitative and 
non-invasive monitoring of the maturation of repaired 
tissue following microfracture surgery and evaluation of 
earlier stages of pathology in MSK tissue. Nonetheless, 
pulse sequences should be modified and optimised to 
achieve their full clinical potential, as should advances 
in both hardware and software technology.
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